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There are certain skills that you can help
your child develop so that he or she will
be prepared to excel in preschool.

IS YOUR
CHILD
READY FOR
PRESCHOOL?
Train up a child in the
way he should go; even
when he is old he will
not depart from it. 
Proverbs 22:6

Preschool readiness can be enhanced and enriched by
deliberate activities that promote your child’s intellectual,
emotional and physical development. In this guide for
preschool readiness skills, you will find some of the
key areas of development that are critical for school
success.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appropriate Use of Technology
Fine Motor Skills
Gross Motor/Physical Development
Beginning Writing Skills
Beginning Reading Skills
Language Development (Expressive & Receptive)
Reasoning and Thinking Skills
PreMath Skills
Social and Emotional Development

Use the skills in this guide as a benchmark to work
toward your child to be preschool ready. Children
develop on their own unique, God ordained timetable.
You, as a parent, can provide an environment that is rich
with opportunities to help your children expand their gifts
and talents to the fullest potential.
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Teach you child to:
•
•
•
•
•

Suggestions to Enhance
the Readiness of Preschool
Students
APPROPRIATE USE OF
TECHNOLOGY

Limit technology to 30 minutes a day. This does
not include time spent using technology as a
learning tool.

FINE MOTOR SKILLS

Provide opportunities for fine motor skill
development. Many of these concentrate
developing the “webspace”. The “webspace” is
the rounded opening made by touching the top
of the thumb with the tip of the index finger. This
is an indicator of the stability present in the finger
joints that is required for correct pencil use.

Webspace Example:

Encourage the correct grip of pencils and
crayons, as opposed to fisted grip. Use a pencil
grip to develop the correct position. (Pencil grips
available at Teach Me Store on Spring Forest
Road)

•
•
•
•
•
•

With blunt tipped scissors, cut out 			
pictures, letters or other shapes from 		
magazines
Circle specific letters in newspapers
Imitate a clapping pattern
Glue pictures or shapes on paper
Tear paper into small pieces and glue 		
on background to make a collage
Use picture/letter flashcards
Manipulate small pegs
Stack blocks, building with LEGOstyle 		
blocks
Use play dough to roll out long, thin 		
shapes and use cookie cutter to cut 		
out shapes
Copy simple shapes; trace shapes 			
such as a circle, a square, a straight 		
line, and a triangle
Assemble puzzles
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GROSS MOTOR/PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT

Encourage Your Child to be Physically
Active:
Toys every house needs: a tricycle, hula
hoops, bean bags, large beach balls,
childsized basketball hoop, wagon
(Children will spend hours loading and
unloading wagons and “delivering” items.)
Provide your child space to use large
muscles both indoors and outdoors: set
up empty water bottles as bowling pins
and use a soft ball to roll; toss rolled up
socks into a basket or a masking tape
circle on the floor.
Create games that include running,
hopping, skipping, galloping, balancing
on one foot, walking backwards, throwing
and catching a large, soft ball. Practice
bouncing a kick ball. Practice walking/
balancing on a line.

BEGINNING WRITING SKILLS
Encourage your child to use drawing to
express his/her ideas. Write the thoughts
that he/she dictates about the drawing.
Read the “story” together. Use and iPad
or smart phone to video your child reading
the story and showing the pictures. Let
you child view the video. Send the video
to grandparents as a fun way to connect!
Let your child see written words as part of
a daily life. Have him/her help you make
grocery lists and “to do” lists.

•

Use your child’s name to label all belongings,
including clothing, lunch box, etc.

•

Have your child learn to write his/her name
and other words by tracing over the words
you have written. Use a capital letter for the
first letter and lower case letters for the rest.
Practice writing without tracing the letters.

BEGINNING READING SKILLS
•

Read to your child everyday. Ask
questions about the story and characters.

•

Involve your child in putting pictures in
order. You can use pictures of your child
at
different ages, or any pictures that show a
sequence of events.

•

Get a set of letter magnets and a cookie
sheet. talk about the names of the letters.
Leave your child “love notes” with the
letters.
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LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
(Expressive and Receptive)
•

Encourage your child to use language to 		
express ideas.
Involve your child in activities that require 		
listening an following directions.
Give your child 23 step directions to 		
complete, such as hang up your coat; put you
backpack away, and sit at the table.
Teach your child simple rhymes, encourage
use of rhyming words.
Encourage your child to speak clearly. As cute
as it may be, discourage ‘baby talk” and 		
model correct grammar for your child.
Encourage and model for your child how to 		
ask for things using “please” and “thank you”.
Encourage your child to answer when
someone directs a question to him/her. If your
child does not answer and looks at you 		
expecting you to answer, encourage your 		
child by saying, “You can answer that”, rather
than jumping in and answering for your 		
child.

•
•
•
•
•
•

REASONING &
THINKING SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Identify and sort things that go together such
as shoe/sock, hammer/nail.
Sort and fold laundry by introducing and 		
modeling new words and concepts
Expand vocabulary by introducing and 		
modeling new words and concepts.
Pose age a
 ppropriate problems. “There is 		
only one cookie left, and two people want it.
What would you do?”

•

Encourage your child to draw people
with 10 recognizable body parts: head,
eyes, ears, mouth, etc. Label each part.
Label each part.

PRE-MATH SKILLS
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Provide geometric shapes to match.
Teach correct names of shapes. Identify
items in the environment that have those
same shapes.
Use examples to teach”position” words
under, over, more, less,, in front, in back.
Encourage your child to use the correct
position label for objects in the 		
environment.
Count using objects form 110.
Learn to name colors.
Use different sizes of an object to 		
correctly describe small, medium and
large.
Use materials around your house to 		
experiment with concepts of addition and
subtraction,vocabulary such as more and
less, most and least.
Make patterns AB, ABB, ABC.
Read books in which the characters
are added or subtracted as the story
progresses: Five Little Monkeys 		
Jumping on the Bed by Eileen Christelow
an Roll Over! A Counting song by Merle
Peek, The Napping House by Audrey
Wood and Don Wood.
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SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Encourage and celebrate when your child
demonstrates:
• Dressing without help, brushing 		
teeth washing hands, putting on shoes,
buttoning/zipping clothing
• Using bathroom independently and
completing accompanying hygiene tasks
• Using tissue to blow nose
• Knowing first, middle and last name
Manners:
Preschool children are not too young to begin
using manners on a regular basis. Model the
desired behavior and remind your child as
necessary. Appropriate behavior sets your child
apart.
• Model and expect appropriate table
manners: chewing with mouth closed,
not speaking with food in mouth; using
utensils properly; and taking small bites
Teach your child to :
• Look at people when they speak
• Not interrupt when someone else 			
is speaking
• Consistently as for things using			
“Please and respond with “Thank you”, 		
“Yes, ma’am”,
• “Yes, sir”, “No, sir”
• Wait his/her turn
• Make eye contact, shake hands and 		
say, “It is a pleasure to meet you”, when 		
introduced to someone new
• Hold the door for others
• Help with household tasks

Create situations that allow your child to
learn to:
• Separate from caregivers without being 		
excessively upset
• Play cooperatively with other children
• Follow directions
• Listen attentively
• Be sensitive to needs/feelings of others
• Respond positively, respectively to adult 		
authority and directions
• Share and take turns
• Help to clean up
• Help with household tasks
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